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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH
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Tag u n g 5 b e r ich t

Maßtheorie

21.6. bis 27.6.1981

27/198 1

Die Tagung, an der 51 Wissenschaftler aus 17 Ländern teilnahmen, stand

unter der Leitung von D. Kölzov (Erlangen) und D. Maharam-Stone (Rochester).

In ihrem Verlauf wurden insge~amt 36 Vorträge gehalten; abgeschlossen

wurde sie mit einer ;'Problem Session' •

Es ist geplant, einen Tagungsbericht zu veröffentlichen, wenn möglich

wieder in den 'Lecture Notes in Mathematics' des Springer Verlages.

4It'Die fagungsteilnehmer möchten sich an dieser Stelle beim Direktor des

Mathematischen Forschungsinstituts, Herrn Professor Dr. Barner, und

seinen Mitarbeitern für die große Unterstützung bedanken, die den er-

folgreichen Verlauf der Tagung möglich machte.
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Vortragsauszüge

Allgemeine MaBtheorie

w. ADAMSKI:

On tight set functions

Let ":K and L be lattices of subsets of a set X such that l.. dominates "'.l:( ane

K "L Co 1~ , L' Kci. for all K~:k and L t: t . Let 'x,.: J( -+ [o,ooJ be semifinite,

tight and 6'-smooth at ~. Then y::: ".\;( (i.e. '(L):= sUP{ ~(K) :Kf:K,KsL}

for Lei) is compementary tight and ö-smooth from belov. For a subset Q of X

define ~s(Q):= sup{,(K) :Kc:~ t Ks Q, ~(K) <. <D1,
'(l(Q):= inf{2 ~L): CL )~", Q"- U L 1 •nö'" n n - n n1 '

Then (x, JA (~s), .~ s) and (X, J{(-~l), 1r1 ) are complete measure spaces, "bere

J(~s) and J(t1 ) denote the collections of AS
_ and ~-measurable subsets

of X respectively. For every o-ring d. vith U '= J;:., t;:JIJ., " s) , "S is the

smallest meaaure extension of ,\ to '* and for every 8'-ring Sj with i ~ ~c::

is the largest measure extension of '6 to Sj •

The main result was the following:

Theorem: If ~(K) = inf {g (L): K<::L, Lc:.t}ror all K~~ then J,t(~s) = JJ..c.1~

and forevery paving e vith J,(cl'c::l: ... J.(~l) ve have ~s(Q) = SUP\·l(c).
c ~ 't. , c ~ Q, ~ l(e)<. 00 1 for all Q'f: X. In particular, ·~S\tk is the essential

measure aSBociated to ,,1Li for every ~-ring Li with Ja( <":=lt ~l~{()I 1).

J.P.R. CHRISTENSEN:

Some open problems in the classica1 theory of moments and •••

Let u be a positive measure on m having moments of all ·orders. Let ~ be

the space of all polynomials in one variable and 1 ~ P <: ~ when ,do ve have

~ = LP(u) ? The classical cases P = 1, 2 and some preliminary results are

- - - -d:iscussed--in-aforthcoming- paper-(--jointlywi-th --CH-. -BERG-)- i-n-Ann.- lnst.'" Four-.-.-
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"9= LP(u) , 'y p'
Conjecture 1 : If 1< p< 2 and then = L (u) for 1~p',2.

Conjecture 2: If 2< P < a> and 1'= LP ( u), then for all 1 ~ p' ..c.. co we have y= LP ' (u)

Conjecture 3: If 1 ~ P -<,. CI) and ji = LP(u) but J # LP' (u) for some p' " p, then

u is discrete and supp(u) consists of the zeroes of an entire function of

order at most .1.

The folloving i6 Streutel's conjecture on infinite divisibility:

Let for 1 ~ io> '!= n positive numbers Pli' r., be given, then the function on Jo,oo[
n

~ given by ~ P I(r + x)2 is an inf. div. Laplace transform.. ",-;-, ~ ..,
Assuming this , it was shown that there exists a very strange pair of measures,

namely two positive measures u, v onm, infinitely divisible in the usualo

(convolution) sense such that (1) Vn -: iNo : u( ~nj} + v( {n}) = 1. and
N-1

(2) (1/N) ~ u( ~il) oscillates between 0 and 1 as N tends to infinity.
1=0

The speaker expressed the opinion that such a pair cannot exist (and therefore

8treutel's conjec~ure i6 false).

z. FROLIK:

On measure-fine spaces 11

v
If X is a uniform space denote by X the Samuel compac~ification of X (i.e.

the structure space of the algebra Ub(X) of bounded uniformly continuous
v

functions on X), hence U
b

(X)IVC(X). For each re U
b

(X) t denote by f the Riesz

representation of the corresponding functional on C(X), i.e. ~(f) = S1 dr,e where f is the continuous extension of f to t. Denote by ~ (X) the space
u

of uniform measures on X. For a uniform space X and a complete metric space S

define ~....l{(X,S):= tf:X "?S: the domain of the largest continuous extension

of f to a mapping of a subspace of ~ into S supports p, p~ ,)l(X)j..,,, u

j(' (X,S):= If :X-, S: Hol+(!): Mol+(X) --:.) Mol+(8) extends to a continuous map-

ping from ,,1{+(X) into ,,1ft + (S)
u u

Then ,4 = vV, and if FX = 2 S 1 t (X,S), then ..{.l(FX,S)....- comp. me r.

= vW..(X,~) for each X,S.

",..\t( FX , S )
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E. GRZEGOREK:

Symmetrie o-fields of sets and universal null sets

I.) Let ~ be a o-field on a Bet X and let ~ be the product b~field on X
n •

The symmetrie sets in vtn (i.e. those invariant under permutations of

the coordinates) form a sub-ö-field of ut D
• -rt was ShOWD by B.V. RAO (Coli.

Math. 1970) that tor n = 2 the symmetrie o-field on Xn i5 generated by the

symmetr~e reetangles. For n>2 this need not be true. In this talk a set- ~

theoretieal proof of the tolloving generalization of RiO's result was give~

Theorem: The symmetrie ~-tield on Xn is generated by the family

U·
~es As ( 1)x ••• x As(n) : A1 , ••• , Ane vE. }, vhere Sn denotes the permutation

n
group on ~1, ••• , nJ •

11.) Let ~ be the 6-ideal of universal null-subsets of m. Under (CH),

SIERPIBSKI proved in 1935 that there is N6J1' such that N + N = R. The same

holds under (MA). LAVER (1976) shoved that ZFC + (all N6- JY have cardinality

at most J~ 1) ia consistent if ZFC i6 consistent, hence SIERPINSKI's result

is unprovable in ZFC. Ber~ it w~s shown that ( '3 NE,JI': N + N +J() can be

proved in ZFC. Question: Can one prove in ZFC that there is an N t:.JI'vith

N + N not a Lebesgue null-set?

J. LEMBCKB:

Measures vith a finite number of given image measures

The folloving problem was considered:

Given a set I # ~ t Hausdorff spaces X, Yi (iEI), continuous mappings

fi:X....yi' and regular Borel measures tti on Yi (if-I), under vhich eonditions

does the existenee of a finitely additive Borel measure~on X vith fi(P)= fi

(i e I) imply the existenee cf a regular (eountably additive) Borel measure

on X with the same property?

It was shovn that for I finite, X Souslin or (-compact and bounded ei's the

folloving condition i6 sufficient:
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The set l( f i (x» i f: I: x e: X.) is a countable union of measurable rectangles

in JJ; Yi •

An example of FREMLIN shows that this condition cannot be dropped.

P. MASANI:

The regularization of finitely additive measures over normal topological

spaces

Let (i).Q. be anormal Hausdorff space, ( ii) 1:' be the family of all open

subsets of Jl t ( iii) oe. be a ring such that ~ ~ (Jt. = 2..n., (iv) ot 0

and 4&,0 be the ring and the b-ring generated by "2:' , and (y) FA( Ot. , mo+)

and CÄ(O{ tm ) be the classes of finitely additive and countably additive
0+

measures on &t tOIRo+. The following'theorem vas established:

Theorem: (a) For pe- FA( ~ , ~o+) there exists a unique ~ such that

<ce) f E- FA( «'0 t IRo+) and tt i8 outer regular on Olo

(~ ) ( A E> c:.'( 0 & e(er A) = 0) ~ e(A) = " ( A) •

(b) Let -11. be compact and t)e FA( er:: t lRo+). Then thera exists a

unique e such that

(tX) e e CA( cß 0 t lRo+) and e i6 regular on i> 0

(~) (Ae «" 8
0

& p'(cfA) = 0) -==)e(A) L7(A).

(JrA denotes the boundary of A)

This theorem 8implif~es appreciably the study of the compactness properties

~ of the Levy topology for the cone Yo+ oi outer regular measures in FA(O(.mo+)~

V.S. PRASAD:

1 survel of homeomorphic measures

Given a topological measure space (X, ~) with a "distinguished" Borel measure

~ on X, ve ask what conditions are necessary for a Borel measure e on X,

to assure the existence of a homeomorphism h of X onto itself such that

e-{E) = ~(h(E» for all Borel se'ts E in X, (In this case we say that e i6

homeomorphic to ~ ). The res~lts obtained by OXTOBY and his colleagues ror

special pairs (X,~) vere surveyed. Specifically the folloeing was considered:
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(i) X = In,the n-dimensional cube and ~ the product Lebesgue measure,

(ii) X = I~ the Hilbert cube and A the product Lebe·sgue measure,

"- extensions of (i) and (ii) to compact connected manifolds modelled on

In and Im were also considered -

(iii) X '((, , the irrationals in [0,11 and ).. the restriction of the

Lebesgue measure,
00 00

(iv) X = Tf (0, 1} , the Cantor set and X the product measure V p

where p({oJ) = rand p( \1}) = 1-r.

w. SCHACHERMAYER:

Measurable functionals on spaces of uniforml: continuous functions

First, the \following theorem due ~o J.P.R. CHRISTENSEN was recalled:

Theorem: Let f: loo~m be linear and such that the restrietion of f to the

unit ball is ~-Baire-property-measur~ble.Then f€l1.

From this CHRISTENSEN and PACHL deduced:

Theorem: Let M be a closed 6ubset of mn and f: Ub(M)->R linear and strongly

Baire-property-measurable. Then f i6 induced by aRadon measure on H.

Bere Ub(M) is the space of bounded uniformly contiauous functions on M

equipped with the finest locally convex topology agreeing with the topology

of pointwise convergence on bounded uniformly equicontinuous sets.

It is an open question, whether this theorem generalizes to arbitrary

plete metric spaces. It was shown:

com- e
Proposition: Let M be eomplete metric and f: Ub(M)·~~ be of first Baire class.

Then f i5 induced by aRadon measure.

Corollary: Let H be complete merie. The space MR(M) of bounded signed Radon

measures on M is sequentially ~(MR(M)t Ub(M»-complete.

Finally the following €~~mple was given: Let M Co and denote for 0<., "'L '" GD

Lip,%(M):= (rcUb(M): Ilfl\(I),=1, ilfllLip~ "'1.-1
). There is a multiplicative

linear functional f on Ub(M) whieh i5 not indueed by aRadon measure, such

- that- itsrestrict-ion to- LiP-t(H-) -i8 BP-mea8urable-, for 0<-'1'<1>.• --
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A.H. STONE:

(reporting on joint work vith R.D. HAULDIN)

Realization cf maps

Consider a product measure space (X,..M.., 1" ) X (y, .i:. , ('A)' where all measures

are assumed finite and complete. The measure algebra E of Y is a metric

space, vi th distance ~ ( [A) , CB) = ~(A 4. B). A map I: X -, E i6 called
~

"realizab"le" if there is a measurable subset E ~ X x Y such that t for each

e xEoX, fex) [Exl , the measure class of the section of E over x. If instead

this holds for almost all x, X, f is "almost realizable". Finally, i is

"essentially separable-valued" provided for same ~-null set Nt I(X\ N) is

a separable subset of E •

Theorem: If f :X -') E is a .map, the following are equivalent. (a)"I is real

izable, (b) i is almost realizable, (c) t i6 measurable and essentially sepa

rable-valued.

If there are DO real-valued measurable cardinals, then f is realizable if and

on1y if I is measurable. But if there is a rea1-valued measurable cardinal,

then there exist.. probability measure spaces (X, ~,~\ ) and (Y, .....t, r) and a

measurable I : X-) oE that i8 not realizable. The ana10gous situation for Borel

.easurability was also considered; here ~ and vt are the Borel sets of .

metrizable spaces X and Y , the measures are Borel measures and the re~l-

izing set E is to be Borei. Ir Y is separable, then i :x~f has a Borel

realization if and only if 1 is Borel measurable. The extension to nonsepa-

rable Y remains open.

H. VON WEIZSÄCKER:

The dying witness

The talk gave a slight improvement of a result reported during an earlier

conference.

Theorem: Consider a probability space (Xxy,jr~~, p) and a decreasing

sequence (~n). of sub-ö-fields of .~ •Assume there is a conditional probability

kernel (px) on .~ given ':f. Ir the gn are countably generated, then the
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folloving are equivalent:

Q '.r~ '9 n mod P.

n tl )
n (f n

2) i'here is a countably generated b-field a< ~ ~Q)' such tha~ 1J{.. = tdCD mod Px

for P-almost all x.

3) Far every a c ~~ ~ there is some h E ~@ ~OIO such that

h(x•• ) = ~'OO(a(x•• »(.) for P-almost all x.

4) 'r/ aE:~f8tg-x Vl.) o15l finite-='r Vn ]gn such that

'f/y Sn(. ,y)60lt and Slgn - ES)<~n (a)\ dP <'00 •

(gn is the memory of a vitness of some mathematical talk).

Deskriptive Mengenlehre Und meßbare Selektionen

D.H. FREMLIN:

(reporting on joint work vith R.V. HANSELL)

Borel isomorphisMs of bounded class

•

If X and Y are metric spaces and f: X-. ~ is a Borel isomorphism, there

exists a j.~ ~1 such that the Borel class of r-1(H) is at most j for all

open subsets H of Y. The proof depends on the following

Lemma: Let I be any set, <.~~ '> S.... \O)1 a family of subsets of 1(1) such that

(i) for an,. even j <. u..>l' the union of any sequence in U,.,L. j ~1 belongs to

'*! and the intersection of any sequ.ence in u4-J b.elongs to jr J +1 •

(ii)U"l.<.w
1
""t = ~(I). Set ~l = 1.0\: l>(.o\)<;:~\1 ' ~ = U.\(;';1~S •

Then (a) if K is a cardinal such that "f< uJ1 x~) l' (iAJ 1) ~r(K), and

-3r~ leI) 1s a 4isjoint set of cardinality at most K , there is a j ~ l.V1 such

that U ~\ Eo ~j for every ~\~ ~ (b) if .J4 ~ "'PO) is disjoint, there i8 a

j <. \>.11 such that ~ \ OJj is countable (e) OJ i8 an W 1-saturated B'-ideal

in ll<I).
If every cardinal K satisfies (a) of the lemma, there is now a fairly quick

proof ot the theorem; othervise a more delicate argument is necessary.

- -ProblelD-:~I-t -remai-n8~ unknoVD--vhe·ther the, -theorem--is--valid for-Borel measurable_

functions in general; this 18 a problem'of A.H. STONE.                                   
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S. GRAF:

(reporting on joint work with G. MÄGERL)

Baire sections tor group homomorphisms

As a partial answer to a question of KUPKJ.·- which in turn was triggered by

a paper of RIEFFEL (Am. J. Math.88(1966) ) - the following result was proved:

Let X and Y be compact topological groups and p be a continuous group homo-

morphism" from Y anto X. Then there exists a Baire measurable map f: X-. Y

Buch that p" f = id
X

and f{e
X

) = ey (ex' ey denoting the neutral elements).

The maiD tool in the proof of this result 1s the folloving selectian lemma:

Let X and Z be compact spaces and assume, in addition, that Z i6 metrizable

and that any two disjoint open subsets cf X can be separated by open 1r~-sets

(this i8 the socalied Bockstein Separation Property). Then every compact-

valued upper semicontinuous correspondence from X to Z has a Baire measurable

selection.

B.D. MAULDIN:

Meaaurable marriages

Let R be a Lebesgue measurable subset of [o,i] x [0,1] such that the Lebesgue

measure of the set 1~ : ~ (Rx ) '> 0 and). (R
X

)..., o) equals 1, where Rx is the

set of all 7 such that (x,y)~R. Then there are Borel subsets D, E of [o,~

vitb measure and a Borel measurable isomorphism of D onto E vhose graph

is a subset of R.

S.M. SRIVASTAVA:

Some measurable selection theorems

Theorem: Let T and X be Polish spaces and F: T-t X be a multifunction such

that (i) F(t) is a G8 in X for all t6T, (ii) G(F):= {(t,x): X~F(t)J

1a a Borel set in T x X, and (iii) ttET: F(t)n V I ~J is a Borel set in T

for all open su~sets V of X. Then F admits a Borel measurable selector.

A proof of this theorem, recently discovered by R. BAMA and V.V. SRIVATSA
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(c.f. Effective selections and parametrizations, to app. in J. Symb. Logie),

was presented and it was shown that the same idea can be used to prove

(under the axiom of Projeetive Determ1nacy) the above result for higher

project1ve classes.

Liftings

v. LOSERT:

Strong liftings for a certain claes of compact apaces

Let X be a compact space and e be. aRadon probability measure on X. Let E

be the measure algebra of e and cl be the subalgebra of ~ consistingof the

equivalence ·classes of all sets A with e{cfA) = o. If Y is the representation

sp~ce of Jt and e i6 the measure on Y induced by e, it was proved that (y~)

always has a strong lifting. One can construct a strong lifting 1 such that

leU) is open if U 16 open and the existence of such a lifting characterizes

spaces Y of the type described above. If p( (xJ) = 0 for all x 6 X and tI= I E.

then it can be shown that Y has DO strong lifting such that I(A) belangs

to the completion of ~. (Y), the b-algebra of Baire measurable sets.
o

v v
A. VOLCIC:

Liftings and Daniell integrals

If I 1s a Daniell integrai, the function space. i~ is defined as follows:

k t:- t. CD ift k-f E t 1 for all f ~ :i... 1. This space turns out to be a vector

lattice, an algebra containing the constants and a Banach space under the

norm defined by 'kU := inf JA: x~(x)I>~J' i8 a local null set • A set Tm I.

is locally null if I(f·ALT ) = 0 for all f6 JC1. The integral I is said to be

essential if the locally null sets are null; it is said to be localizable

if it is essential and 7J(oo/(null sets) 1s complete with respect to uniformly

bounded sets; it is said to be strictly localizable if it is essential and

_ i~_ t~e!:~ e~i_s~! ~ f~m_~!.! -~-C-~f'A•. l- _o!- int~~~~e-.!un~t~~n~ _su~~_~~a~ J 12 !o~ _a~l_

«.. I ~ • {x: to<.(x) I 01" {x: tr> (x) I o} = ~ and (2) tor all positive f
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in l. 1 there is an 0(, with I{' f
C4

' " f)'> o.

Theorem: I has a lifting iff I is strictly localizable.

The proof used the fact that for a strictly localizable integral there is a

weak unit, i.e. a real-valued Stone-measurable function which is strictly

positive on X. This fact permits one to reduce the problem to the measure

theoretic situation.

~ Differentiation von Maßen und Integralen

B. BONGIORNO:

Essential variations

Let -!Lbe an open subset of iRn , Lx, x+hJ be the interval haviDJ x and x+h as

points of extreme coordinates, ~eiJ be th~ canonical basis of ffin. For f:J2 ~ffi
D k -.:;- ,

ve set· Fffx,x+hl.- I I"> (_1)s j:'::- f(x + i:J hie i ) n,
1(=1 s=o c::- Ck,s

vhere h = (h
1

, ••• , h ) and C
k

is the set of all combinations of k-elements
n ,5

of class s. Denote by ~~ the differentiation basis of all ~-regular inter-

vals contained in .~2 and by S the set of all full subbbases of ~~. Then the

essential variation of Fr with respect to ~~ is defined as follows:

2essY{Ff ) : = inf sup . 'Fr(I.)' ,where lI1..(is a disjoint family of
fe S )1 ~ ~ ~ 1. ~ 1

11:-

~~-intervalB. The following generalization of a Cacciopoli theorem was proved:

Theorem: If f is Lebesgue measurable, then for each o~~ ~ 1 the essential

variation of Ff with respect to ~~ is ~-finite iff f is a.e. differentiable.

In a similar vay one can get a generalization of the Khintchine theorem on

a.e. approximate differentiability of functions of one real variable.

D. PREISS:

Differentiation of measures" in Hilbert spaces

If X is a finite dimensional Banach space, a result of BESICOVITCH and MORSE

states that for each finite Borel measure r: and each f f:'L 1(u) ve have

1/(e(B(x.r») B(~r) f(y)du(y) -+ f e-a.e ••This type of differentiation
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property iSt in fact, equivalent to some nation of finite dimensionality

(for Banach spaces the usual one). MATTILA's results show that some differen-

tiatioD theorems hold for some "infinite dimensional" measures, but they cannot

be ased tor a large class of interesting cases.Two examples were given showing

that even the veakest forms of the differentiation theorem are false for

GauasiaD.measures in Bilbert ap~ce8. Further two positive results were preaen-

ted: (i) For Gaussian measures on Bilbert spaces the differentiation theorem

holds i~ the covariance behaves welle (ii) It the measures are supported b1lt

a set .hieb ean be approximated by finite dimensional sets, then an ineuality

bet..en measures of emaIl balls implies an inequality batween measures (for

arbitr&r7 ..aaures on Bilbert spaces).

Haie .it allgemeinem Wertebereich

S.B. CJLlftERJI:

Bilbert 8pace valued measures

Let (Jlt~) be aspace II equipped vith an algebra of subsets ~ and let d(

be a Bilbert space (over IR or C). For f: 2 ~ tl we say that e is orthogo-

""'"
na1ll scattered (0.8.) if A"B = ~ imlpies e(A)le(B). Ve say that 1: I -) d(.

i& a dilation of ~ (vhere ~ i6 another Hilbert space) if there is a elosed
"""'J

linear manitold M~ 11- vhich is unitarily isomorphie to 'J{ (1T: M-.it dt) such

that 1'(1) = 1T p( u<A» tor all 1 in"2 (vhere P is the orthogonal projectione

'"of 1t onto M. The maiD theorem was:

Theorem:Let e:~~~ be a bounded finitely additive measure. Then there
--v

exists f :~ -) At, a f.a. 0.8. dilation of p. If ~ i6 countably additive

then there exists a c.&. o.s. dilation of e.
This i8 a generalisation of a theorem of NIEMI (1977). A new type of proof

was given tor this.theorem. Several remarks connecting the theorem to gener-

alise4 lroDBzajn kernel theorems were appended.

___~I
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P. MORALES:

Extension oi a tight set function vith values in a uniform semigroup

Let i. be a 1attice of subsets of a set X vith ~ '= t:.. t let S be a complete

Bausdorff uniform semigroup and let ~: t.. -'") S be a set function with ""(~)=o.

Ve say that ~ is'increasingly convergent 1f, for every increasing sequence

(L ) in t.. t (A(L » converges. An important fact is, that if }\ i8 in-
n . n

creasingly convergent, the limit of the net tA(L): E '3 L, L e::.l}, which is

e· denoted by )._(E), exists for all E~X. We say that A is ti&ht if Ä is

increasing1y convergent and "CL) A (L ~ K) + X_CL' K) for all K,L e< .
The properties of the extension ~_ restricted to the ring generated b1' t
were studied and, ueing the Caratheodory approacß,it was shovn that earlier

extension theorems due to CBOKSI, HUNEYCUTT, KELLEY - NAYAK - SRINIVASAN,

KlSYRSKI, LIPECKI, MAIß - SRINIVASAN, SION, 'lOPS~E and others can be unified.

Example: Theorem: If ~ i8 tight, 10ca11y s-bounded and conti~uous at ~t

then " extends uniquely to a "i,(.r -regular meaaure ).. on the b'-ring gener

ated by A auch that the restriction of ~ to the t -ring generated b1'

i8 10ca111' s-bounded.

P.K. P~VLAltOS:

On the space of lattice semigroup-va1ued Bet fUDctions

In this talk the BEWIT~-YOSIDA decomposition theorem for measures taking

~ values in lattice semigroups was genera1ized. In particu1ar, it was proved

that Mg(B,X> is a band in M(H,X), vhere H(X,B) (reep. M~(X,H) ) is the

lattice semigroup of finitely additive (reep. ö-additive with respect to

order cODvergence) set functions with domain a ring B and range a lover

complete lattice semigroup.

M.M. R~O:

Domination problem for vector measures and an application

Let (J},l) be a measurable spaee and X a Banach space. A vector measure

V :Z -) X i8 p-dominated b,. a finite positive meaeure e:2. .... IR + if • &J Ip (.Q)<. 00
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"LJ tp is the p-aemivariation of '"' relative to f: It~ Up(n) : =

sup LU r. f(v.»d LI (~) li x : Uf' ~ 1} t P ',,1, 1/p + 1/q = 1, the integral
..t). q,e

being taken in the Dunford-Schwarta sense. The general donination problem i5

to determine p (and ~) for given X and to classify X for given p and same p.

The folloving weaker anaver to the first oase was given: For general X, there

exists a Young fUDction §: IR+-) IR+, t(o) = 0, and a finite measure r such

that l(x)/x /' cx> as Je /)m and UV lll(.{l) ~ 00 • On the other hand if X ia

aspace of /.. p-t;ype. 1<1:. p= 2 (e.g. X = LP(e'» then for ever;y Ir:Z -) X •

there exists a scalar measure e- such tbat 11 V 1
2

(.!l) ~Q) relative to e.
(This result depends crucially on the Grothendieck-Pietsch inequality).

As an application an operator representation for a certain class of stochastic

processes was given.

Maße auf linearen Räumen

v. HERER:

Stochastic bases in Fr'chet 8paces

Let (E,'~) be areal Frechet space and e be a Bore1- probabi1ity measure on E.

Derinition: A. birthogonal system {Xk , f k\ kE: IN in (E, E Jt") is called a

stochastic basis iff there is a Borel subspace B of E vith e(B) = 1 such that

t' -1im·
n-"t 00

--J:
k=1 tor all XE B. •Theorem 1: Let E be a separable countably Hilbertian F-space and f be a

probability measure on E. Then there is a stochastic basis in (E,e).

Theorem 2: Let E be a separable F-space and ~ be a Gau8sian probability on

. E. Then there is a atochastic basis in (E,e).

A. HERTLE:

On the existence of Gaussian surtace measures in separable Hilbert spaces

Let H be areal separable Bilbert space and ebe a Gaussian measure on B

-vith -c-ovari-ailce operat6r-A~t 0 &nCl mean- a E- H. Le-t -.Ä 1 ';',)..-; •• ~ -be -the - -

eigenvalues and ~e~\ be a basis of eigenvectors of A.                                   
                                                                                                       ©
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We say tbat f induces a surface neasure on M~ H if the limit

f'M(f) = limt._) 0 1/2E- [ fex) d~(x)
~ d(x,H)~t:

exists for all bounded continuous functions f on H. Essentially , to show

that P"H exists one shows that the distribution fIlnction 'f(r)= 1}(!)~rf(X)d~(X)

is differentiable, ",bere M = {x: t\ (x) = 1); then fM( f) = Cf' (1). For this

resson the grovth behaviour of the Laplace transform L'1 of 'f was studied.

For the following types of analytic manifolds M it was shown that the

4IIt Gaussian surface measure rM exists: Spheres, Ellipsoids and Hyperplanes.

In all of theses cases an explicit formula involving A, a, the ~k'S and the

ek's was given.

H.-U. HESS:

On Wiener's constructional approach to Brownian motion

This talk dealt with Wienerts original method for constructing a measure

that describes Brownian motioft. The essential point in his procedure is

that he provides an ~xplicit mapping from the unit interval into the function

space IR (0, 1] such that the Lebesgue measure is carried over to the Wiener

measure. At first" sight this constructional method looks like Kuratovski's

construction of a Borel isomorphism between uncountable Polish spaces. So

the question arises vhether the socalied quasi-intervala used by Wiener can

be modified in sach a way that a Borel isomorphism from a subset of [0,1]

~ into the function space can be constructed such that Lebesgue measure. is

carried over to Wiener mea~ure. That question found a positive answer through

a construction that led to the following result:

Theorem: There i8 a zero-dimensional subset H of [0,1) and a (1,1) homeo

morphism } from M onto the space of X -Hölder-continuous functions such that

1) >--.1(M) = 1, 2) i(X 1), considered as a measure on C( [0,1] ) i6 the

Wiener measure

L _
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Stoohastische Prosess.

L. BGGBE:

Sub- &Dd superpramart theorl in Banach lattices

It was proved tbat in a Banach lattiee with (RNP) every positive subpramart

vhieh i8 of ela88 (B) or vhich haB a uniformlyintegrable subsequence 18

strongl,- convergent a.s. (and conversely). In fact. an even more general result

was proved vhieb generalises these results a8 vell ae the sUbmartingale con-e
'Yergence theorem of ~. BEINICB. The method of proof is an elaboration of the

proof ot the real 8ubpramart cODvergence theorem of MILLET-SUCHESTON. in

order to ext.nd a r88ult on submartingales (lemma 5-2-9 in Neveu "Diserete

par..eter martingales"). After this. a ••thod of DAVIS-LINDENSTRAUSS-GHOUSSOUB

18 app1ie4 to prove strong convergence in the general setting.

A8 a aecond maiD result it was ahoVD that in a reflexive Bauach lattice every

c1&8a (B) positive superpramart 1s veakly converging a.8. (this being nev

-.yen tor positi'Ye 8upermartingales).

In the third part sequences whieh are not necessarily positive vere consid-

.re4. A result 01 J. SZULGA vas reproved and extended and a theorem of BLAHE

exteaded to Banach lattices. Both of these results yield a characterisation

o~ Danach 1attices isomorphie to' 11
(1) for 80me index set I.

M.P. EHSBOV:

On 80a8 guestioDs eODcernins the Ion.scu Tuleea theorem on eonstruetins

••aaures bl transition kernels and the infinitesimal continuity oi martingales

Two poss1bilities to genera1ize the Ionescu Tuleea theorem were diecussed:

1. ~o CODstruet the "ske-product" measure from a initial meaaure and a tran-

sitioD kerneloDe 40e8 not have to require that the latter be a measure on

the whole 6'-algebr. in the secoDd faetor. It i8 sufficient to have a "veak"

kerne1 vhich i8 ~-additive OD every segueDee 01 measurable sets in the

~.c~nd_fa~~o!"__~~~ all~ p~i~ts __ o~_.~_h~ _f~r~t_f~eto~ outsid~ ~ ~e~8ure-thin set.

Bo••yer to be able to prove the ITThm for weak transition problems on has to
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impose an additional measurability condition on the "bad" thin set.

2. Considering the ITThm aa describing the mechanism cf constructing a meas-

ure by passing from the past to the immediate future, one can ask what the

natural analogue in the continuous time ease is.It seems that transition

kernels from the past to the infinitesimal future are a natural substitute.

Simple examples show, however, that even if akernel has a representing meas-

ure it need not" be unique. In the ease of measures corresponding to continu-

aus martingales vith certain conditions on their diffusion functionals, it

was ShOWD that the transition probabilities from the past to the infinitesimal

future 40 determine the measure uniquely.

L. SUCBESTON:

On tvo-parameter stochastic processes

Let Yi be exchangeable random variables in L;, 0<' P < 1, X_n = (1/n~Y1+·· .+Yn)p.

Then X_n i8 adescending submartingale (supermartingale if p~1) which con-

verges to aero &.s. and in L1 • In tvo dim~nsions, if the columns and rows of

Yij can be exchanged. then X_m._n= (1/mn)«~j)~(••n) yij)P i6 adescending

1-submartingale for the filtration ~ =ö( X : r" mt s;..,. n )provided
-m,-n -r,-B

1-submartingale i6 a submartingale such that X ~
. -m,-n

if k~m.) L logL bounded 1-submartingales upper demi-con-

that Y~1 L logL. (A

E[X Itt ]-k,-n "'-m,-1

verge: 1im Xt = stoch lim Xt • These results were obtained vith G.A. EDGAR.

The theor7 of demi-coDvergence was more fully developped with A. KILLET.

Thus the submartingale result extends to the deseending ease (vith a more

difficult proof), to the continuous parameter ease (existence of upper demi-

continuous modifications), and to Banach lattices. There i8 also a martingale

version: Let (Xt , ~t)' t~1N2 (or tE -fi2) be a positive 1-martingale, then

!!! Xt = stoch lim Xt •
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Ergodentheorie

A. BELLOW:

On "bad" universal sequences in ergodic theory

Let (..ll,~0"'") be the Lebeague space and "l:' the group of all bijections of .1t

vhich are bimeasurable and measure-preserving (i.e. all automorphisms of (~:~~)

Let" = (~) be an increasing sequence of positive integers. We say tbat the

I.E.1'h. (Individual Ergodie Theorem) holds for l' along.. if for all ft: L1.
the sequence (1/p) ~ f(T~(~» cODverges a.s •• The sequence tw is called

k~p

"bad" universal (for the 1.E.Tb.) if for each ergodie or aperiodic T f- t"' " the

I.E.Th. faile for T along n .

Theorem: Given any tacreasing sequence ~ , there i6 a subsequence n of ~

which is "bad" universal. Furthermore t1 can be so chosen that every sub-

sequenc ·H' of n is "bad" universal.

A.pplic·ations of the above Theorem and. techniques to "sveeping out" the vhole

space vith arbitrarily emaIl sets: I) Over an arbitrary increasing sequence

vith T e4r ergodic or aperiodic; 11) Over aninfinite sequence of translations

in the case of the circle group ( I) strengthens a re~ult of M. ELL1S and

N. FRIEDMAN). There are also applications to uniformly distributed (mod 1)

sequences, suggesting some interesting open problems.

J .R. CHOKSI:

(reporting on joint work vith V.S. PRJSAD)

Ersodic theory on homogeneous measure algebras

Many results in ergodie theory are proved only for transformations on a

Lebesgue space. In this talk a survey was given of how most of these re-

•
sults go over to automorphisms of a homogeneous measure algebra: some inoa

straightforvard fashion, some involving genuine nev difficulties. The few

exception are all open problems. Results of J.C. OXTOBY and S. EIGEN were
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Feynman - Integral

G.W. JOHNSON:

The equivalence cf tvo approaches to the Feynman integral

Feynms:n's two "definitions" of the Feynman integral were discussed as weIl

as the contribution of KAC. CAMERON and STORVICK have recently introduced a

vhich the Feynman integral is relatively weIl behaved. These functions are

of the form fl'cx) = L;~ LO, tJ) exp i i {t v(s)dx(s)} d6( v) vhere (;' 6M(L2 (Co, tJ »

Banach algebra S of (equivalence classes of) functions on Wiener space Co([o,tJ )

eon

and P v(s)d";(s) is a stochasticintegral. Some of the results about S which
o

have been obtained by CAMERON-STORVICK and JOHNSON-SKOUGH were presented •.

Finall,. a result of JOHNSON was given which shows that the study of the Banach

algebra S is essentially equivalent to the study of the Banach algebra of

Fresnel integrable functions introduced by ALBEVERIO and HßEGH-KROHN. (More

details can be found in a paper by the speaker vhich has the same title as

thia talk.)

G. KALLIANPUR:

Cameron - Feynman integrals in definite metric spaces

Let E be a Krein space with inner pr~duct (.,.) and E=E+xE a fundamental de-

ecomposition vith associated fundamental symmetry J. Then (x,y)J:=(Jx,y) is a

usual inner product, under which E, E+ and E become Hilbert spaces (assumed

separable) denoted by H,H+ and H such that H=H+~ B_. Introduce a measurable

norm (in the sense of GROSS) such that it defines abstract Wiener spaces

(H,B,P) and H~,B~,P~). Let F be a functional on B+x B_ such that (1) Theintegral

( ~) J" ( '\. -1/2 \. -1/2 ) ( (H .-\1' 2 := B x B F -"1 x 1 '''''2 X 2 d P+x P ) x1,x2 ) exists and 16 finite
+

for all A l' A 2 >'0, (2) There exists a function Holt' of the complex variables

z1' 252 , holomorphic in Ll = <.(z1' Z2): Re zi) 0), such that H....( z1' z2 )=H{ z1' z2)

for real -1' z2' (3) Assume that for some q = (Q1,Q2)E m2 the limit
~

lim ( ) () H (z1,z2) exists.
z 1 ' z2 -) - iq 1 ' iq2 ' ( z 1 ' z2 )c L1                                   
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Then this (unique) limit 1s defined ·to be the Cameron-Feynman integral of the

••oond kind, denoted ~~, and contains CAHERON's definition of the analytic

1'.7JlIIan integral. J: is a generalisation of the analytic Feynman integral of

CAKEROH-STORVICK. It CaD be applied to certain problems in Quantum Mechanies

(.~g. the anharaonic o8cillator with n degrees of freedom) which cannot be

han41e4 vith the analytic Feynman integral of·C1MERON-ST~RVICK. It also pro

vi4es an integral (by the analytic continuation approach) which gives the

.... reBults as the extended Fresnel integral of ALBEVERIO and HOEGH-KROHN.4IIt

Verschiedenes

R.J. GABDlIER:

(reporting on joint work with R.D.· MAULDIN)

Th. Ba.84or~f 4t.ension of a set of complex continued fractions

1 1
Por real continued fractioDS, ~ - ,~~ m, whose values are the irratio-

&1+a 2+··

DalS 15(0,1), Gauss's measure is the. unique probability which i8 (i) invariant

1Ulder the shift S: I -. I defined by S(.! ) = .1 and (ii) equi-
&1+ a 2 +

ya1ent to Lebesgue aeasure }tt. • (GauBs' a measure has x .... (1/10g2) (1/1 +z) as

Ra4on-Bikodym derivative v.r.t. ~) Suppose J i8 the set of values of the

1 1
coaplex continued traction8 - where bk.a x Z (to guarantee

b 1 + b2 + •••

CODyer...oe). Can a mea.ure on J be found with properties similar to Gauss'4It

••aaure? ODe approach i8 to replace ~ above by Hausdorff S-Measure for a

8uitab1e 8 E- 6,21 (though ODe cannot expect the measure of J to become posl

tiye an4 finite). A ~ir8t step vould be to estimate the Hausdorff dimension

o~ J. It was shown that 1 < Bausdorff dim(J)< 2 holds. The method used 1s due

to V. JARRIK; the Dovel features were certain estimatea for complex continued·

fractloDB preyloue17 oDly obtained for real continued fractiGns, and the deli-

caC7 of the calculatioDs, particularly for the upper bound. In fact, a com-

puter was ua.d at ODe point.
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P. MATTILA:

Integralgeometrie properties of measures and capacities

Let A(n,m) be the set of m-dimensional affine subspaces of ~n, and let A n,m

be the orthogonalI,. invariant measure on A(D,m). If ~ i6 a positive Radon

measure on~n one can use differentiation theory to define Radon measures rAt
A t- A(n,m), such that spt llA S A t't spt r and for any non-negative Borel

fUDetion f OD R
D Sf du lim Jm-n ( f de for )..n,m-

~A cr~o Jlx:dist{x,A)~JJ

aillos~ all A~ .l(n,.).

For a lover semicontinuous non-negative fUDction K OD mD the K-energy of e
is ~(p) = JK d(fxe). If H(x,,.) = K(x,y)·' x-yl D-m ), b ) 0 f~r lx-YI!: 1,

then f~(flA)d Ä n,m ~ c(n,m)IK(e)·

For a compact sabset F of mD the K-capaeity of F vas defined by CK(F) =

BllPiIx(p)-1: Bpt ll~ J', p(F) = 1} • Then CK(F)~ c(n,ra)JCH(F", A)d An,raA.

Si.ilar iDtegralgeometric inequalities were given for the capacities of

orthogonal projectioDs. These results on capacities ean be used to obtain

intoraation on the i~tegralgeometric behavior of the Bausdorff dimension.

R.F. VlIEELER:

Some topologieal gu.stione related to the Pettis integral

Let X be areal Banach space. BX its closed unit ball. Topologieal properties

ot BX with the relative veak topology b(X,X~) were investigated. In partic

ular, say that X has the retraetion property (RP) if there is a veakly COD-

tiDUOas retractioD of X onto B
X

• Also, X has the CCC property if (BX,veak)

satisfies the countable chaincondition tor open setsiX has the Dunford

Pettis-Phillips property (Dp3) if every veakly compaet operator has separable

ruge. Then RP -\) CCC~ Dp3.

If X haa a separable dual. X = c (r). or X = C(K), K scattered. then X haso

HP. For reflexive spaees, all three properties are equivalent to separability.

If X = L
1
(p), then CCCw Dp3~ (p is ö-finite). If X = eCK), then CCC~.)'Dp3~,.

.e-> (I is measure separable t i.e., L
1Ce) 18 separable for all fE M(K». An

ezample of a nOD-separable dual vith Dp3 was given.                                   
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A.C. ZAANEN:

Some remarks and a guestioD about the definition of Orlicz spaces

In 1910 F. RIESZ (Math. Ann.) defined L -spaces (1~ p~~ for Lebesgue measure
p

and he established some of the main properties of these spaces. In 1912

W.H. YOUNG (Proe. Royal Soc.) defined the f~ction classes Y1 = {f:JiafOdx~oo1

where i(u) J~u~(t)dt for some continuous and'strietly increasing tunetion

vith q(o) o. If I increases fast (e.g. J(u) = eU_u), then Y1 i8 not a

veetor spaee. If ! satisfies the It A 2-eonditionlt (i.e. there exists C"7 0 suee

that l(2u) ~ cl(u) tor all u '1/ 0), then Y1 i6 a vector space. The natural ques

tion vhether in this ease J-1
(S"}{lfl)dX) is alvays a norm in ~ i6 not men

tioned by YOUNG Dor by later authors ~(although in 1928 R. COOPER and G.H.

HARDY (J. London Math. Soc.) gave a negative ansver to a related question).

In 1932 V. ORLICZ (Bull. Acad. Polon.) shoved that Y, (vith the ~2-condition)

can be Dormed in such a way that Y
1

becomes a Banach sp~ce, but ORLICZ's

defini tion i8 not the e%pression ~ (f) = 1-1
( f t( \f' )4x) mentioned above.

In the talk a simple proof was indicated that ~ (f) i8 a norm on Y
J

if and

only if !(u)/J(1) = uP for some p '> 1. In other words, ~(f) is a norm only

for Lp-spaces. The quest iOD referred to in ~he title was whether there are

an)' retereDces to this fact to be found in the literature.

Berichterstatter: G. Hägerl, Erlangen
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